
MARKETING SHAKEN UP  
BY SFDR REGULATION

Novethic has analysed and quantified 
the supply of “sustainable” funds 
open to individual investors on the 
French market since 2004. These are 
funds available for sale in France, 
UCITS, or accessible to individuals, 
excluding employee investment fund.

Applicable since March 2021, the SFDR regulation has been supplemented, since 
October 22nd by a draft of 13 regulatory technical standards (RTS). They call into 
question the initial self-classification of funds by asset managers as Article 8 (least 
demanding sustainable funds) or Article 9 (sustainable investment objective 
and impact funds). An analysis of the funds available on the French market, as 
of September 30th, highlights the limits of the system and shows the effort 
required to comply with the technical standards that have just been published. 

Discrepancy between fund reporting and European expectations 

An in-depth analysis of the characteristics of the funds classified as Article 9 
shows that the current practices of asset managers, particularly in terms of 
reporting, do not comply with the expectations of the European authorities.

Article 9 funds could do better

In the third quarter of 2021, self-declared Article 9 funds, which are supposed 
to have a sustainable investment objective, accounted for almost one third of 
the sustainable funds available to French investors, i.e. €226 billion in assets 
under management.

Article 8 funds are not exempt from disclosure requirements

These funds will have to describe the indicators chosen to measure the 
achievement of each of the environmental or social characteristics promoted, 
and publish the proportion of sustainable investments they make, even if it is 
zero.

€ 719 bn*

1,111 Funds
*AUM     **YTD

(Source: fund documentation,  
Lyxor, Carmignac, CPR AM)

In volume of AUM

+56%**

EUROPEAN REQUIREMENTS
Source: Regulatory technical standards 
(Final draft)

A description of the sustainable 
investment objective pursued

A list of sustainability indicators 
used to measure the achievement 
of said sustainable objective

A description of alignment with the 
European green taxonomy

PRACTICES OF ACTORS
Source: Novethic Market Data database

While most funds comply with the 
exercise, the definition of a sustainable 
investment objective varies considerably 
from one asset manager to another

Only 60% of Article 9 funds report on 
one or more sustainability indicators

Only one fund has a % target for ‘green’ 
income in line with the European Green 
Taxonomy

SFDR, a self-label?

BREAKDOWN OF SUSTAINABLE FUNDS  
ACCORDING TO THEIR SFDR CATEGORISATION 

Article 9 is used by some 
as a label, whereas it is a 
self-classification.

Article 8 Article 9

N/A

30%

17%

53%
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WHAT SUSTAINABLE OBJECTIVES 
FOR ARTICLE 9 FUNDS?

  Novethic has analysed investment objectives of Article 9 funds in an 
attempt to establish a typology. Only 10 funds did not have an identifiable 
investment objective. For the others, reading the documents publicly available 
(prospectus, KIID, dedicated documents), we note that different visions of the 
very notion of sustainable investment objective exist.

  The spirit of the SFDR regulation is to align funds’ environmental 
objectives with the EU’s environmental commitments, which is not reflected 
in their documentation at all. This is why the Delegated Act, which will bring 
together the 13 regulatory technical standards (RTS) that the European 
Commission must adopt within three months, is eagerly awaited. The Delegated 
Act could enter into force on 1 July 2022. In the meantime, asset managers 
don’t seem to use the Article 9 categorisation to set truly differentiating 
sustainable management objectives and strategies. 

Article 9, a marketing concept to target the most demanding funds 
within broad ranges 

  There is a logic of range, especially for the large asset managers. This 
is the case of the CPR Invest range for CPR AM, Candriam Sustainable for 
Candriam, Framlington for AXA or the RobecoSAM funds for Robeco, all 
classified as Article 9 ranges of funds.

  We currently register 99 management companies with Article 9 funds 
available. On average, there are 3 Article 9 funds per asset manager.

Pictet

BNP Paribas 

Candriam

Natixis and subsidiaries 
(Mirova) 

Amundi and subsidiaries 
(CPR AM) 

€ 30 bn

€ 21 bn

€ 18 bn

€ 17 bn

€ 17 bn
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4
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€ 226 bn

335 Funds

Two main families of «Sustainable Investment Objectives»:
•  Funds for which the financial objective is achieved through 

sustainable investment
•  Funds that have formalised an extra-financial objective, which is 

placed on the same level as the financial objective

The second approach is the approach that comes closest to a search 
for impact. It places environmental or social performance on the same 
level as financial performance.

Example:
One of the funds states: «The objective is to achieve a return by investing 
in products with an environmental impact» and then provides a carbon 
footprint measure in its reporting. In the case of an impact approach, the 
objective would be formulated more like another (low carbon) fund: «To 
achieve a weighted average of the portfolio’s greenhouse gas emissions 
per euro invested (scopes 1 and 2) that is at least 50% lower than the 
comparable investment universe represented by the benchmark”.
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IN PRACTICE

Top 5 asset managers by total AUM  
of Article 9 funds

Sustainable approaches of Article 9 funds 

Low carbon
Thematic 

funds

178
funds

35
funds

48
funds

57
funds

Other 
approaches

Best-in-class 



ARE ARTICLE 9 FUNDS
IMPACT FUNDS?

Even if the SFDR regulation does not require it, some asset managers draw a 
parallel between impact and sustainable investment objective.

 •  Mirova, writes that the objective of all its funds is to reconcile «the 
search for financial return and positive impact on society».

 • Robeco, says Article 9 will be attributed to its Impact Investing range.

 •  CPR AM explained in April that it wanted to «become a key player in 
impact management» through its Article 9 funds.

Funds looking for ESG indicators 

  The most common sustainable investment objective is the reduction of 
carbon emissions. It is found in low-carbon funds, of course, but also in around 
thirty thematic funds whose strategy consists of investing in renewable energy, 
sustainable buildings or energy efficiency. Accessible, verifiable, and understood 
by a growing number of retail investors, the carbon footprint is becoming the 
indicator of choice, at the expense of social indicators. 

  Among the good performers are low-carbon funds, but also funds that 
use frameworks such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or the 
European Green Taxonomy, although there are few of these.

Quantified objectives or impact indicators?

While quantified financial performance targets are a recurring promise, the 
equivalent on sustainable dimensions is very rare. There are few quantified 
targets or benchmarks, other than carbon footprint reduction. Only one fund 
has set an objective of alignment with the European Green Taxonomy.

The same is true for impact indicators. These include carbon footprint or 
intensity, as well as the independence and gender composition of boards, 
the number of hours of employee training and the percentage of companies 
that are compliant with the UN Global Compact. These indicators are usually 
reported in additional reports, independent of the classic financial reporting. 
The data is therefore still classified under the heading «extra-financial», which 
is contrary to the spirit of the SFDR.

Surprisingly, for more than 140 funds, no indicators are made available to 
investors on the websites of asset managers.  This makes it impossible to 
verify whether the sustainable investment objective has been achieved, in 
those cases where an objective has actually been explicitly expressed. 

The publication of the draft technical standards on 22 October 
should call into question the choices made by asset managers and, 
above all, force them to review the formulation of their objectives 
and the indicators they use to measure their achievement.
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Examples of sustainable investment 
objectives

With 
indicator(s) 

Without 
indicator

193
funds

178 thematic 
funds, 
including 

74 impact 
or SDG funds

142
funds

   Outperform the index [...] by 
implementing an SRI strategy

   Offer a performance [...] linked to the 
performance of the green bond market

   Contribute to the transition to a low 
carbon economy

   Promote the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)

   Increase the value of your investment [...] 
by investing in Sustainable Investments 
under Article 9 of the Disclosure 
Regulation

A majority of thematic funds

The publication of sustainability indicators 
is gradually becoming more widespread 



ARTICLE 9, A NEW MARKETING 
ANGLE FOR ALREADY 

LABELLED FUNDS?

The multiplicity of labels, linked to different frameworks, makes the offer 
of sustainable funds difficult to understand. The SFDR classification adds 
yet again a new layer of complexity for investors. While clients are now 
asking for proof of environmental and social performance of their products, 
they are being answered with a classification that is not linked to explicit 
environmental and social dimensions.

SFDR and sustainable labels, same niche?

While some companies promote the SFDR categorisation of their funds as a 
label, the number of Article 9 funds remains half that of labelled funds. The 
SRI label has the most Article 9 funds by number. The LuxFLAG Environment 
and Greenfin labels, on the other hand, lead the way in terms of proportion, 
since almost all of their funds fall into this category. This is consistent with the 
approach of these two labels, which have strong environmental requirements.

Article 9 labelled funds: a winning combo

More than half of the funds combining a label and Article 9 categorisation 
have environmental exclusions and provide sustainability indicators in their 
reporting.  A much higher proportion than for non-labelled Article 9 funds, for 
which the figure drops to one third.

The implementation of the SFDR regulation brings a dimension that was 
missing from the labels: articulation with sustainable objectives in line with 
those of the European Union for example. So far, they remain very much 
focused on ESG integration processes, although some require environmental 
exclusions and sustainability indicators. The new regulation and the technical 
details that have just been published reinforce the idea that the most 
demanding funds in terms of sustainability must have a comprehensive 
approach to transparency, reporting and labelling that allows them to audit 
their process.

SFDR breakdown by label

3/4 of the Article 9 funds  
on the French market are labelled

  Article 9
  Article 8

LuxFLAG 
Environnement

LuxFLAG ESG

Nordic Swan

Umweltzeichen

Towards 
Sustainability

Label ISR

FNG-Siegel 

Greenfin 

SRI Label

Towards 
Sustainability

FNG-Siegel

LuxFLAG ESG

Greenfin 

Umweltzeichen

Nordic Swan

LuxFLAG 
Environment

5

52

27 1

27

27

32

171

182

154

36

89

325

343

84

3 funds

6 funds

9 funds

24 funds

27 funds

29 funds

141 funds

154 funds

Breakdown of labelled funds that have published their SFDR categorisation

Breakdown of Article 9 funds between the different European 
sustainable labels. Some funds may combine several labels.

NOVETHIC MARKET DATA

Every quarter, Novethic captures trends in the European sustainable finance 
funds market.
Also refer to the Market Data:

GREEN FUNDS EUROPE                       SUSTAINABLE LABELS EUROPE

A Novethic publication by Lorène Moretti.
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